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Fig. 1. A view of the western part of the Berbati Valley with
the Mastos Hill in the centre and the mountains Zara (on
the left) and Prophitis Elias (on the right). Behind them lies
Mycenae. In the far distance are the mountains of Arcadia.
Photograph by B. Wells.
Fig. 2. The Mastos Hill from the east in 1935. Photograph in
the Åke Åkerström Berbati Archive, the Swedish Institute at
Athens.
Fig. 3. The excavation of the dromos of the tholos tomb
at Berbati in 1935. On the slope to the left of the dromos
stands Åke Åkerström, and to the right Gösta Säflund.
Photograph in the Erik Ståhl Berbati Archive, the Swedish
Institute at Athens.
Fig. 4. The dromos and stomion of the tholos tomb at
Berbati after the 1935 excavation. Photograph in the Åke
Åkerström Berbati Archive, the Swedish Institute at Athens.
Fig. 5. The tholos tomb at Berbati in 1989. Photograph by
B. Wells.
Fig. 6. Excavations in the Potter’s Quarter in the late 1930s.
Photograph in the Åke Åkerström Berbati Archive, the
Swedish Institute at Athens.
Fig. 7. A view towards the mountain of Euboea from the
Phytesoumia spur during Gösta Säflund’s excavations in
the Western Necropolis. Photograph in the Åke Åkerström
Berbati Archive, the Swedish Institute at Athens.
Fig. 8. The ruins of the Roman bath by the east-west road
through the Berbati Valley. Photograph by B. Wells.
Fig. 9. The cistern that fed the Roman villa rustica with
water, situated to the north of the bath. Photograph by B.
Wells.
Fig. 10. The tower of early Hellenistic date, with press beds
and other installations of Late Antique date, after the 1995
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and 1997 excavations, seen from the north with the Klisoura
ravine in the background. Photograph by B. Wells.
Fig. 11. A view of the western part of the Berbati Valley
towards the mountain Prophitis Elias by Mycenae. Kondo
vouni can be made out in front of the mountain. On its left
flank a thin grey line represents the Mycenaean road, where
it is well preserved on the hard limestone bedrock; on its
right flank only dense vegetation marks its course, as the
road bank has eroded away on the softer flysch. Right of
the centre of the photograph the well-preserved wall of the
mill-race of the water mill, Standing Monument 15, can be
seen. The tholos tomb lies slightly to the east. Photograph by
B. Wells.
Fig. 12. The Panayia Chapel on the northern slopes of
Euboea with the harnessed waters of the rich spring. As can
be seen, this is where the potsherds were washed during the
1930s excavations at Berbati. Photograph in the Erik Ståhl
Archive, the Swedish Institute at Athens.
Fig. 13. Stone for the Mycenaean road was obviously quarried locally. On the slope of Koutzoyanni, to the east of
the Lykotroupi Bridge (an unusually large culvert), one
such quarry was identified. This watercolour by Attila Tóth
depicts Mycenaeans extracting the blocks and building the
road.
Fig. 14. Preserved road bank of the Mycenaean road on
Kondovouni during the 1988–1990 survey. Photograph by
B. Wells.
Fig. 15. Two of the many culverts or weep-holes through the
Mycenaean road bank on Kondovouni in 1988. Photograph
by B. Wells.
Fig. 16. The large Lykotroupi culvert or bridge at the head of
a ravine between Kondovouni and Koutzoyanni. To the left
of this culvert, on the flysch, the road bank has totally disap-
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peared, while it is fairly well preserved on its right on the
hard limestone (see Fold-out 1). Photograph by B. Wells.
Fig. 17. The tower at Mourteza. This probably fourthcentury structure lies close to a spring above the head of the
Plesia ravine at the northwestern tip of Euboea in the saddle
between this mountain and Zara. Photograph by B. Wells.
Fig. 18. The modern kondoporia diagonally traversed the
Berbati Valley from the Klisoura ravine in the southwest to
the slopes northwest of the modern village of Prosymna.
There, this bridge, locally referred to as Tourkoyefira
(Τουρκογέφυρα), carried the road across a ravine. The bridge
does not look Ottoman; it may be substantially earlier. The
modern road probably ran essentially the same course as an
ancient road, of which stretches are preserved south of the
bridge. Probably this ancient road can be identified with the
kontoporeia in the ancient written sources. Photograph by B.
Wells.
Fig. 19. A walk together with friends from Prosymna along
the kondoporia in 1989. These preserved stretches of the
kalderimi towards Ayionori lie on the slopes of the Psili
Rachi in the northeast. Photograph by B. Wells.
Fig. 20. This stretch of the kondoporia attests to the route
being well-travelled until modern times. Photograph by B.
Wells.
Fig. 21. View of the northern slopes of the Mastos Hill in
1999. A comparison with Figure 27, a photograph from
1935, reveals the degradation of the terraces in the intervening years. Photograph by B. Wells.
Fig. 22. The source of the Kephalari spring in 1991. A view
towards the south. The ancient remains on the right are of
historical date. Photograph by B. Wells.
Fig. 23. This water mill by the Asterion (designated Standing
Monument 11 in the 1988–1990 survey) was still in use in
1935, when the photograph was taken. Note also the women
washing clothes in the stream. In the background the ridge
of Psili Rachi. Photograph in the Åke Åkerström Archive,
the Swedish Institute at Athens.
Fig. 24. The water mill, Standing Monument 11, in 1999.
Photograph by B. Wells.
Fig. 25. The water mill, Standing Monument 15. As in
Standing Monument 12 (Fig. 26), the mill-race is fairly well
preserved while the associated structure lies in ruins. Photograph by B. Wells.
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Fig. 26. The water mill, Standing Monument 12, situated
south of the Mastos Hill, in the 1990s. Only the mill-race is
preserved. Photograph by B. Wells.
Fig. 27. View of the western side of the Mastos Hill in 1935.
Note the well-preserved terracing on the slopes. Photograph
in the Åke Åkerström Archive, the Swedish Institute at
Athens.
Fig. 28. The Potter’s Quarter from the south in 1999. The
kiln is still identifiable. Photograph by B. Wells.
Fig. 29. Ploughed fields at the base of the northeast of the
Mastos Hill in 1999. Photograph by B. Wells.
Fig. 30. The Mastos Hill intensive surface survey in 1999:
Overall pottery densities. The locations of the excavation
of the Early Bronze Age settlement on the southern slopes
of the hill and the Late Bronze Age Potter’s Quarter on the
eastern slopes are indicated. Illustration by E. Savini.
Fig. 31. Transfer and processing of raw data from the total
station.
Fig. 32. The relation between the terrain, the survey area and
the walked units. Illustration by E. Savini.
Fig. 33. Distribution of base stations, measured and arbitrary
spot heights. Illustration by E. Savini.
Fig. 34. Digital Terrain Models (DTMs) produced using different interpolation algorithms: A. IDW, Fixed radius 5 m.;
B. IDW, Nearest Neighbours; C. Slope of A; D. Hillshade of
A; E. Spline, Tension; F. Spline, Regularised. Illustration by
E. Savini.
Fig. 35. The vector approach to a Digital Terrain Model
(DTM): the TIN (lines). Illustration by E. Savini.
Fig. 36. The vector approach to a Digital Terrain Model
(DTM): the TIN (facets). Illustration by E. Savini.
Fig. 37. A. Contours of TIN. Interval 1 m.; B. Slope of
TIN. From 0% (flat) to 90% (vertical); C. Aspect of TIN;
D. Hillshade of TIN. Sun position: Azimuth 315º; Altitude
45º. Illustration by E. Savini.
Fig. 38. List of Middle and Final Neolithic pottery shapes.
LRB = Low ring base.
Fig. 39. Graphic (above) and tabular (below) distribution of
Neolithic sherds between investigated units on the Mastos.
Illustration by E. Savini.
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Fig. 40. Middle Neolithic basin (1), carinated bowl (2) and
shallow carinated bowl (3). Drawings by M. Johnson.
Fig. 41. Middle Neolithic basin (1) and carinated bowl (2).
Photograph by C. Mauzy.

Fig. 57. Early Helladic II. Coarse light-painted (86), darkpainted (87) and unpainted (88–91) pottery. Drawings by
M. Lindblom.

Fig. 42. Final Neolithic jars (4–12). Drawings by M. Johnson.

Fig. 58. Early Helladic II pottery. Dark-painted (57–58, 61,
66–67, 69, 73–77), unpainted (81), coarse light-painted
(86), and coarse unpainted (88, 90–91). Photograph by M.
Lindblom.

Fig. 43. Final Neolithic bowls (13–21). Drawings by M.
Johnson.

Fig. 59. Early Helladic III. Solidly painted and unburnished
pottery (92–99). Drawings by M. Lindblom.

Fig. 44. Final Neolithic horned lug jars (22–27). Drawings
by M. Johnson.

Fig. 60. Early Helladic III. Solidly painted and burnished
pottery (100–103). Drawings by M. Lindblom.

Fig. 45. Final Neolithic jars (4–5 in smaller scale, 11, 24),
bowls (16, 18, 21) and lugs (23, 25–27). Photograph by C.
Mauzy.

Fig. 61. Early Helladic III. Pattern-painted dark-on-light
pottery (104–108). Drawings by M. Lindblom.

Fig. 46. Location of the excavated part of the Early Helladic
settlement in relation to investigated units on the Mastos.
Illustration by E. Savini and M. Lindblom.

Fig. 62. Early Helladic III pottery. Solidly painted and
unburnished (96) and pattern-painted (104, 107–108).
Photograph by M. Lindblom.

Fig. 47. List of Early Helladic ceramic classes and forms
sampled in the survey.

Fig. 63. List of Middle Helladic ware groups (A–E) and
their subdivisions identified during the 1999 survey on
Mastos.

Fig. 48. Graphic (above) and tabular (below) distribution
of Early Helladic sherds between investigated units on the
Mastos. Illustration by E. Savini.

Fig. 64. Graphic (above) and tabular (below) distribution of
Middle Helladic sherds between investigated units on the
Mastos. Illustration by E. Savini.

Fig. 49. Early Helladic I. Blegen Class A pottery (28–33).
Drawings by M. Lindblom.

Fig. 65. Middle Helladic. Argive light ware, fine tempered
burnished (109–113) and unburnished (114–123) pottery.
Drawings by M. Lindblom.

Fig. 50. Early Helladic I. Talioti pottery (34–41). Drawings
by M. Lindblom.
Fig. 51. Early Helladic I–II. Light-painted (42) and darkpainted (43–47) pottery. Drawings by M. Lindblom.

Fig. 66. Middle Helladic. Argive light ware, medium
tempered burnished pottery (124–132). Drawings by M.
Lindblom.

Fig. 52. Early Helladic I–II. Unpainted (48–50) and coarse
(51) pottery. Drawings by M. Lindblom.

Fig. 67. Middle Helladic. Argive light ware, medium tempered unburnished pottery (133–149). Drawings by M.
Lindblom.

Fig. 53. Early Helladic I and I–II pottery. Blegen Class A
(28–29, 31–33), Talioti ware (37, 39–41), light-painted
(42), dark-painted (43), unpainted (50), and coarse (52).
Photograph by M. Lindblom.

Fig. 68. Middle Helladic. Argive light ware, coarse tempered
burnished (150–153) and unburnished (154–161) pottery.
Drawings by M. Lindblom.

Fig. 55. Early Helladic II. Dark-painted pottery (69–76,
78–80) and figurine (77). Drawings by M. Lindblom.

Fig. 69. Middle Helladic Argive light ware pottery. Fine
tempered burnished (112), unburnished (114–115, 117,
120), medium tempered burnished (126), unburnished
(135, 138), coarse tempered unburnished (154, 156).
Photograph by M. Lindblom.

Fig. 56. Early Helladic II. Unpainted pottery (81–85).
Drawings by M. Lindblom.

Fig. 70. Middle Helladic. Grey Minyan ware (162–179).
Drawings by M. Lindblom.

Fig. 54. Early Helladic II. Light-painted (52) and darkpainted (53–68) pottery. Drawings by M. Lindblom.
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Fig. 71. Middle Helladic. Cooking ware, incised (180–182)
and plain (183). Drawings by M. Lindblom.

(258), animal figurine (287) and female Proto-Phi-type figurine (290). Photograph by C. Mauzy.

Fig. 72. Middle Helladic. Imports, Aeginetan Gold Mica
(184–192) and Lustrous Decorated (193). Drawings by M.
Lindblom.

Fig. 86. Preserved Mycenaean terrace wall in unit 47 on
the southeastern side of the Mastos Hill. Photograph by B.
Wells.

Fig. 73. Middle Helladic pottery. Grey Minyan ware (162,
168–169, 175), Cooking ware (181–182), Aeginetan Gold
Mica ware (184–185, 190–191), and Lustrous Decorated
ware (193). Photograph by M. Lindblom.

Fig. 87. Preserved Mycenaean terrace wall in unit 13 on the
northwestern side of the Mastos Hill. Photograph by B.
Wells.

Fig. 74. Location of the excavated part of the Potter’s Quarter in relation to the investigated units on the Mastos Hill.
Illustration by E. Savini and M. Lindblom.
Fig. 75. View of the Potter’s Quarter from the slope above
and towards the east. The Late Helladic IIB/IIIA kiln is seen
within the later IIIB architecture. Photograph in the Åke
Åkerström Archive, the Swedish Institute at Athens.

Fig. 88. Preserved Mycenaean terrace wall in unit 40 on the
southern side of the Mastos Hill. Photograph by B. Wells.
Fig. 89. Graphic (above) and tabular (below) distribution of
Archaic to Hellenistic sherds between investigated units on
the Mastos. Illustration by E. Savini.
Fig. 90. Archaic to Hellenistic pottery found in units 25, 40,
44 and 57. Drawings by A. Hooton.

Fig. 76. Graphic (above) and tabular (below) distribution of
Late Helladic I–II sherds between investigated units on the
Mastos. Illustration by E. Savini.

Fig. 91. Graphic (above) and tabular (below) distribution
of Late Antique sherds between investigated units on the
Mastos. Illustration by E. Savini.

Fig. 77. Late Helladic I–II pottery (194–205). Drawings by
L. Klintberg & A. Hooton.

Fig. 92. Late Antique pottery. Medium coarse ware (303–
306), Coarse ware (307) and Cooking ware (308). Drawings
by J. Hjohlman.

Fig. 78. Graphic (above) and tabular (below) distribution of
Late Helladic III sherds between investigated units on the
Mastos. Illustration by E. Savini.
Fig. 79. Painted LH IIIA pottery (206–221). Drawings by
L. Klintberg & A. Hooton.
Fig. 80. Painted LH IIIB pottery (222–233). Drawings by
L. Klintberg & A. Hooton.
Fig. 81. Painted LH IIIA–B pottery (234–255). Drawings
by L. Klintberg & A. Hooton.
Fig. 82. Unpainted LH III pottery (256–276). Drawings by
L. Klintberg & A. Hooton.
Fig. 83. Late Helladic Coarse wares and Cooking pots
(277–282). Drawings by L. Klintberg & A. Hooton.
Fig. 84. Late Helladic terracotta animal (283–287), human
(288–291) and group (292) figurines. Drawings by L. Klintberg & A. Hooton.
Fig. 85. Late Helladic pottery and terracotta figurines.
Beaked jugs (204–205), jugs with curved stripes (220–221),
basin (231), small handmade bowl (238), misfired waster
(252), pictorial vessels (254–255), spouted conical bowl
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Fig. 93. Graphic (above) and tabular (below) distribution of
Medieval sherds between investigated units on the Mastos.
Illustration by E. Savini.
Fig. 94. Medieval Glazed ware (313–324). Drawings by J.
Hjohlman.
Fig. 95. Medieval Glazed ware (315–318, 323). Photograph
by C. Mauzy.
Fig. 96. Medieval pottery. Medium coarse Matt-Painted
(325–328) and undecorated (329–333) ware. Drawings by
J. Hjohlman.
Fig. 97. Medieval pottery. Medium coarse (325) and coarse
(343) Matt-Painted ware. Photograph by C. Mauzy.
Fig. 98. Medieval cooking ware (334–341). Drawings by J.
Hjohlman.
Fig. 99. Medieval coarse ware: Matt-Painted (343) and
undecorated (342, 344) ware. Drawings by J. Hjohlman.
Fig. 100. The best-preserved stretch of the Medieval wall,
seen from the northeast. Photograph by B. Wells.
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Fig. 101. The gateway to the Medieval fort on top of the
Mastos Hill. The opening is an integral part of the wall and
situated in the northwestern corner of the hill. Photograph
by B. Wells.
Fig. 102. Felsic (chert limestone garnet). Sample 153 is a
Roman pithos rim. Crossed polars, width of field is 3.7 mm.
Large, angular grains of chert are embedded in optically
inactive, grey micromass. The black to grey areas are voids.
Fig. 103. Natural clay fired at 700oC for 1 hour in oxidising
conditions; sample 3. Crossed polars, width of field is 3.7
mm. Large, angular grains of chert are embedded in optically
active micromass. Note the similarity of this natural clay to
the Felsic (chert limestone garnet) fabric.
Fig. 104. Felsic (quartz limestone). Sample 12 is a Neolithic
spreading bowl rim. Crossed polars, width of field is 3.7
mm. The grey to white grains are mono- and polycrystalline
quartz. The pale brown grains are limestone.
Fig. 105. Felsic (fine sand). Sample 251 is a Classical cooking
pot lid. Crossed polars, width of field is 3.7 mm. Larger grey
grains are chert, but the field is dominated by well sorted
white to grey mono- and polycrystalline quartz. There are a
couple of dark reddish brown clay pellets.
Fig. 106. Felsic (very fine sand). Sample 96 is an Archaic
kantharos. Crossed polars, width of field is 3.7 mm. Very
well sorted white to grey grains of monocrystalline quartz,
with very pale brown grains of limestone.
Fig. 107. Felsic (silt–extremely fine). Sample 52 is a Late
Helladic III kylix stem. Crossed polars, width of field is
3.7mm. There is a large, dark brown clay pellet and very rare
grains of quartz silt.
Fig. 108. Felsic (packed quartz). Sample 247 is a Classical
cooking pot rim. Crossed polars, width of field is 3.7 mm.
The field is dominated by white to grey mono- and polycrystalline quartz.
Fig. 109. Felsic (chert mudstone). Sample 18 is an Early
Helladic II? figurine left foot. Crossed polars, width of field
is 3.7 mm. There are large, dark grey grains of mudstone and
large pale grey grains of chert. The black areas are voids.
Fig. 110. Mudstone (chaff ). Sample 233 is a Late Helladic
drainage channel. Crossed polars, width of field is 3.7 mm.
The large, white sinuous and circular material is secondary
calcite coating in voids left by burnt out chaff. There is a
large, brown grain of mudstone in the opposite corner. The
black areas are voids.
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Fig. 111. Mudstone (limestone). Sample 207 is a Late Antique pithos rim and wall fragment. Crossed polars, width of
field is 3.7 mm. There are large, dark grey inclusions of mudstone, a large rounded brown clay pellet, and in the centre a
white to pale yellowish brown grain of limestone.
Fig. 112. Mudstone (siltstone limestone). Sample 26 is an
Early Helladic II keyhole hearth. Crossed polars, width
of field is 3.7 mm. There is a large grain of siltstone in the
corner. There are several pale yellowish brown grains of
limestone, but note the very dark brown, turbid mudstone
grains, containing pale grey quartz.
Fig. 113. Mudstone (quartz sand and breccia). Sample 103
is an Archaic cooking pot. Crossed polars, width of field is
3.7 mm. White to grey mono- and polycrystalline quartz
dominates the field with a couple of breccia grains (grey,
black and yellowish brown) across the centre, embedded in
an optically active micromass.
Fig. 114. Mudstone (fine sand–extremely fine). Sample 122
is a fifth-century BC Corinthian cover tile. Crossed polars,
width of field is 3.7 mm. The large, dark brown to grey inclusions are mudstone. Within a couple of these are white to
grey circular inclusions, which are fossil radiolaria. The dark
grey to black areas are voids.
Fig. 115. Sandstone (red clay pellets–sandy). Sample 197 is
a Late Antique pan tile. Crossed polars, width of field is 3.7
mm. There is a large grain of well sorted sandstone (white to
grey quartz in dark brown cement) and several small brown
clay pellets. The micromass has areas of very pale brown
crystallitic b-fabric.
Fig. 116. Sandstone (sparse in very fine sand matrix). Sample
179 is a Medieval–Modern green and brown bowl base.
Crossed polars, width of field is 3.7 mm. A large grain of
very well sorted sandstone is in the corner. There is a well
rounded, pale brown grain of limestone and two dark brown
clay pellets. Very well sorted quartz grains and mica laths
dominate the groundmass.
Fig. 117. Sandstone (calcareous sandstone). Sample 241 is an
Early Helladic tile. Crossed polars, width of field is 3.7 mm.
The large grain is well sorted sandstone containing white
to grey quartz and very pale yellowish limestone. Note the
very dark grey to black curved void resulting from burnt out
organic material.
Fig. 118. Sandstone (siltstone mudstone). Sample 22 is an
Early Helladic I late, large spreading bowl in Talioti ware.
Crossed polars, width of field is 3.7 mm. There are large
grains of sandstone with well sorted, white to grey quartz
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and a couple of large, rounded grains of siltstone with quartz
and numerous pale brown laths of mica.
Fig. 119. Clay pellet (highly calcareous). Sample 113 is
clayey material from inside the fifth-century BC Pyrgouthi
kiln. Crossed polars, width of field is 3.7 mm. There are
large, dark brown clay pellets, pale yellowish brown to white
limestone and calcareous coatings in voids, grey chert, and
pale brown crystallitic b-fabric.
Fig. 120. Clay pellet (red silty clay pellets). Sample 167 is a
Medieval cooking pot, 15th century. Crossed polars, width
of field is 3.7 mm. The field is dominated by reddish brown
clay pellets containing white to grey quartz silt to sand-sized
particles.
Fig. 121. Clay pellet (red clay pellets in silty matrix). Sample
139 is a Roman amphora stand. Crossed polars, width of
field is 3.7 mm. There are several dark reddish brown clay
pellets, well rounded pale yellowish brown limestone and
sparse very dark brown to black “amorphous” concentration
features.
Fig. 122. Clay pellet (large fine clay pellets). Sample 162 is a
Late Antique tile. Crossed polars, width of field is 3.7 mm.
Large dark to pale brown clay pellets in a micromass dominated by pale brown crystallitic b-fabric.
Fig. 123. Volcanic (cryptocrystalline with phenocrysts).
Sample 33 is an Early Helladic II large incurving rim bowl
with taenia. Crossed polars, width of field is 3.7 mm. There
are large, dark brown to grey inclusions of volcanic rock, one
with a well formed pale grey feldspar phenocryst.
Fig. 124. Volcanic (silicified?). Sample 13 is a Final Neolithic
jar base. Crossed polars, width of field is 3.7 mm. There are
large grains of chert, which appear to be silicified volcanic
rock, with white to grey quartz and yellow to dark brown
alteration products.
Fig. 125. Volcanic (fresh well sorted). Sample 34 is an Early
Helladic I “frying pan”. Crossed polars, width of field is 3.7
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mm. The white to grey inclusions are feldspar and quartz,
the coloured inclusion in the centre is hornblende, and the
very dark grey to black inclusions are volcanic rock.
Fig. 126. Calcareous sand (calcareous sand). Sample 91 is an
Archaic kantharos body sherd. Crossed polars, width of field
is 3.7 mm. The well sorted, pale yellowish brown inclusions
are limestone (calcareous) sand, and the white to grey inclusions are quartz.
Fig. 127. Calcareous sand (chaff ). Sample 236 is a Late
Helladic drainage channel. Crossed polars, width of field is
3.7 mm. The pale yellowish brown inclusions are limestone
(calcareous) sand, the white to grey inclusions are quartz,
and the curved black areas are voids resulting from burnt out
chaff.
Fig. 128. Grog. Sample 24 is an Early Helladic II (probably)
pithos with knob and taenia. Crossed polars, width of field is
3.7 mm. The large, brown inclusions are grog, some of which
have optically active micromass. The grog contains quartz
and limestone.
Fold-out 1. Map of investigated sites and monuments in the
Berbati Valley. In order to relate the Mastos intensive survey
to the results of the extensive 1988–1990 Berbati-Limnes
survey (Wells 1996a), all relevant Findspots (here, for practical reasons, without the “FS” otherwise always accompanying those numbers) of the latter project are given. The mills
identified as such in the extensive survey and discussed in the
introduction to this volume are designated Standing Monuments (SM) and numbered. Note that some of the mills
received FS numbers in the 1988–1990 survey and therefore
occur as just numbers on the map (see Introduction). The
modern cement and dirt roads transecting the valley are
indicated as well. Map by E. Savini.
Fold-out 2. Land use and units during the 1999 survey on
the Mastos Hill. Illustration by E. Savini.

